
                 @JSrago 1m 

#avchat - thanks @PKaudiovisual for another great round of #avchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 3m 

The next #AVchat will be about health care.  Politics aside, where does the AV integrator fit into this new 

market? http://bit.ly/vWt1Ms  

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 4m 

Thanks to everyone who participated in this week's #AVchat, especially those who are not even going to 

#CEDIA13.  The next #AVchat is 10/17 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 6m 

Organized busy, slow then steady RT @TimothyViall: Last Q: What's the #CEDIA13 exhibitor floor like? 

Chaos? Organized chaos? Busy? #AVchat 

 

               @CasterPete 6m 

@PKaudiovisual @DraperAV @JSrago Thanks for all the awesome new comer advice for #CEDIA13 

#AVChat 

 

                       @DraperAV 7m 

Also, check out the survival guide: http://ow.ly/p24H9   RT @timothyviall: Q: Best advice for a 

newcomer to #CEDIA13  #AVchat 

 

                  @JSrago 7m 

#avchat - Water, Energy Bars, and caffeine wherever you can find it. 

 

                @TimothyViall 7m 



Last Q: What's the #CEDIA13 exhibitor floor like? Chaos? Organized chaos? Busy? #AVchat 

 

                       @DraperAV 9m 

Don't try to use wifi in Expo hall; lots of water; rest when you can. RT @timothyviall: Q: Best advice for a 

newcomer to #CEDIA13  #AVchat 

 

               @CasterPete 10m 

Yeah we need to know what we're getting ourselves into RT @TimothyViall: Q: Best advice for a 

newcomer to #CEDIA13  #AVchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 11m 

Comfy shoes, extra socks, lots of stretching, utlize the hotel hot tub RT @TimothyViall: Q: Best advice for 

a newcomer to #CEDIA13  #AVchat 

 

                  @JSrago 12m 

#avchat - just make sure you #CEDIATweeps have fun for the rest of us that'll just be reading about it 

 

                @TimothyViall 12m 

Q: Best advice for a newcomer to #CEDIA13  #AVchat 

 

 Paul Ko          @PKaudiovisual 14m 

ok tweeps , we have almost finished another #AVchat. Any more #CEDIA13 questions out there?  

Comments from the lurkers? 

 

             @AVDawn 18m 

Sad but true. RT @PKaudiovisual: now THAT will never happen  RT @JSrago: #avchat - pick which 

channels @comcast provides 



 

                  @JSrago 19m 

@PKaudiovisual don't I know it. #avchat 

 View conversation 

                  @PKaudiovisual 19m 

Hi Tim! RT @TimothyViall: Tim Viall from @CasterComm joining in... looking forward to my first #CEDIA 

expo along with @CasterPete #AVchat 

 

             @AVDawn 19m 

THIS! +1000! RT @JSrago: #avchat - my dream is for the day I get to pick which channels @comcast 

provides and abandons the package deals. 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 19m 

now THAT will never happen  RT @JSrago: #avchat - my dream is I get to pick which channels @comcast 

provides and abandons the package deals. 

 

 Draper, Inc           @DraperAV 20m 

A7: Check Urban Spoon. There are lots of good options, even for Gluten free and more vegetable-

oriented people #avchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 20m 

Its really too bad I don't drink anymore #AVchat A7: http://bit.ly/1gErSiw  

 

                  @JSrago 20m 

#avchat - my dream is for the day I get to pick which channels @comcast provides and abandons the 

package deals. 

 



                @TimothyViall 20m 

Tim Viall from @CasterComm joining in... looking forward to my first #CEDIA expo along with 

@CasterPete #AVchat 

 

                  @JSrago 21m 

@AVDawn never give up the fantasy of a centralized media system with all content in one place where 

we can pick and choose #avchat 

 View conversation 

 Paul Konikows    @PKaudiovisual 22m 

Content is king, that's for sure RT @AVDawn: #AVchat A girl can dream, can't she??  lol  - RT @JSrago 

...and HBO will NEVER sign up for that 

 

             @AVDawn 22m 

#AVchat A girl can dream, can't she??  lol  - RT @JSrago ...and HBO will NEVER sign up for that 

 View conversation 

                  @PKaudiovisual 22m 

Q10: Do you think social will play factor in the products being announced at #CEDIA13, as well as smart 

devices?  Dryers that text? #AVchat 

 

                  @JSrago 24m 

@AVDawn - to have it all each studio would have to have an agreement - and HBO will NEVER sign up 

for that #avchat 

 View conversation 

             @AVDawn 25m 

This is 1 of the reasons we don't stream yet! Want it ALL! MT @DraperAV: A2 ...my fam & I like stuff not 

in the Netflix offering #avchat 

 

                       @DraperAV 27m 



A2 We still do both, because my fam and I like stuff not always in the Netflix offering (and likely never 

will be) #avchat 

 

             @PRnick 27m 

Right-on @SciaccaTweets. I'll have extra absorbent Depends if you forget yours. #AVchat 

 View conversation 

             @PRnick 30m 

No shame in that. I'll throw Pro Audio Tech (SR-17) in the mix. SCARY plan crash scene demo w 10000W 

system. @PKaudiovisual #AVChat #CEDIA13 

 View conversation 

                       @DraperAV 30m 

A3: (sorry I'm late) Last physical CD I bought was Bowie's new 1 because I just wanted it. Only physical 

CD in past 2 years I'd say #avchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 30m 

Q7: I have not been to Denver in quite a while and do not know the area at all.  Where is good food, etc? 

#AVchat 

 

                   @WiSAAssociation 32m 

A6: shameless self promo ME! Lots of kick-ass w/ @WisaAssociation RT @PRnick: Q6: I'd like to know 

who has a kick-ass #CEDIA13 demo? #AVchat 

 

               @CasterPete 32m 

Agree with @PRnick RT: who has a kick-ass #CEDIA13 demo? This will be my 1st CEDIA need to know the 

highlights #AVChat 

 

             @PRnick 36m 



Q6: I'd like to know who has a kick-ass #CEDIA13 demo? RT @PKaudiovisual: #AVchat if you have a 

question... 

 

                  @JSrago 37m 

#avchat iTunes radio was the "big" add to iOS7. @CasterPete discover is always good. Fine tuning 

streams is always the biggest issue for me 

 

               @CasterPete 38m 

#AVChat no MP3 input in my car, hence my continued purchasing of select CDs haha 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 38m 

#AVchat if you have a question for the group please toss it out here just try to number them 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 39m 

itunes has radio? All I know is Pandora stock is over $27 RT @JSrago: #avchat A3 - today is my 

experiment with iTunes Radio - so far.....meh 

 

                  @JSrago 39m 

#avchat A3 - certain bands will still get me for a CD, but as a musician I'd rather give them the 

$0.15/song than the fees from streaming 

 

               @CasterPete 40m 

@JSrago experimenting with iTunes Radio today too. My thoughts, nice to mix it up a little #AVChat.  Am 

enjoying the "discover" feature thou 

 View conversation 

                  @PKaudiovisual 41m 

A3: The only CDs or media I buy these days is that which is not on Spotify: old records, independent CDs, 

or music industry holdouts #AVchat 



 

             @AVDawn 41m 

#AVChat - A2 - I RARELY buy CDs anymore. Only niche specialty or indie music at festivals, for instance. 

Not usually streamed stuff. 

 

                  @JSrago 41m 

#avchat A3 - today is my experiment with iTunes Radio - so far.....meh 

 

             @PRnick 42m 

Q3: At least more AV-friendly external storage, if not a server. #AVchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 42m 

A3: I have fully embraced the music cloud.  I have my mp3 files stored locally in a few places but mostly 

use Spotify, Google Music. #AVchat 

 

               @CasterPete 42m 

#AVChat A2: I'm a @pandora_radio listener at work, but still, enjoying purchasing a CD.  Especially one 

I've been looking forward to 

 

              @nickmil 42m 

#AVChat no CEDIA for me this year. 

 

                       @chris_neto 42m 

@pkaudiovisual No CEDIA for me. #AVCHAT 

 

                       @CasterComm 43m 

@PKaudiovisual I'm going, will be camped out in SR-17 and elsewhere. #AVChat 



 View conversation 

                  @JSrago 43m 

#avchat A3 - sure - but what the media server is might be changing - moving to a local laptop as opposed 

to hidden away system. 

 

             @AVDawn 43m 

#AVChat A3 - ABSOLUTELY. Some folks would still watch VHS tapes if machines still worked. Slow 

universal switch outside of early adopters. 

 

              @nickmil 43m 

#AVChat A3: At the high-end yes; at the average consumer level, no. It's all about target demos. 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 44m 

Nice! welcome Chris, Johnny, and Nick.  You going to #CEDIA13? I will be there in SR 13 RT @chris_neto: 

#AVChat Chris Neto checking in... 

 

               @CasterPete 45m 

#AVChat A2: Depends on how high quality you like your content too! DVD and BluRay often offer way 

higher quality over streaming services 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 45m 

Q3: So amoungst this group and your peers, clients, you still see the need for a residential media server 

in the future? Not just IP #AVchat 

 

                       @chris_neto 45m 

#AVChat Chris Neto checking in... 

 



             @AVDawn 46m 

#AVChat - A2? - And we aren't Luddites! We PLAN to stream vid...as soon as we pick best 

platform/service & get reliable high-speed internet 

 

              @nickmil 46m 

#AVChat A2: I'm a paid Pandora and Spotify user.  Haven't bought a track of music in a while. The 

streaming/local cache services work great 

 

 Peter Girard  @CasterPete 46m 

#AVChat A2: Streaming services are great for getting hooked on new shows. @JSrago I just bought 

#Dexter on DVD to continue watching 

 

              @JMOTA3 46m 

#OhSnapCracklePop, it's #AvChat time. What's good, #AvTweeps gang? 

 from California, US 

             @AVDawn 46m 

#AVChat - A2? - We Pandora and stream radio (I heart radio & the like). Rarely use CDs, most of ours is 

ripped to MP3. 

 

              @nickmil 47m 

#AVChat BTW -- Nick Miller, here.  Checking in late. Control System Programmer and CTS-D from Onsite 

AV Service Partners in Austin, TX 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 47m 

A2: I think that most people who stream will hold on to their blu-rays DVDs and other media 4ver but 

will stream 95% of the time #AVchat 

 

              @nickmil 47m 



#AVChat A1: I use Plex and Boxee quite a bit.  Pretty much every disc I own is ripped down to a server. 

 

                  @JSrago 48m 

#avchat A2: Netflix has licensing issues, can't get/keep all the programming. I still pull out DVDs 

sometimes for a show I found on Netflix 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 48m 

#AVChat  for Dawn and those who do not stream, what about music?  Are you hooked on Pandora, 

Spotify, or sat service?  Or do you listen CDs? 

 

               @CasterPete 49m 

#AVChat A1: reflecting on that, I've noticed lately how little I sit down and watch "live" TV. Often I pull 

up @netflix on my @Xbox 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 49m 

Q2: If you currently use Netflix or another service, how often do you watch DVDs or Blu-rays?  Are they 

the new vinyl records? #AVchat 

 

             @AVDawn 50m 

#AVChat - A1 - A lot of it will, but aren't there yet. Heck, @MrAVDawn & I are both techgeeks in the 

industry but don't have streaming... 

 

                  @JSrago 51m 

Hey @AVDawn! you're just more fashionable than the rest of us #avchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 52m 

Hi Dawn, is all home entertainment going to the cloud? RT @AVDawn: #AVChat - Sorry I'm late!  Though 

we don't go to CEDIA,.. 



 

                  @JSrago 52m 

#avchat A1: who doesn't have SOME streaming service access now? Netflix Hulu Cable, AppleTV the list 

goes on & networks keep getting better 

 

                       @CasterComm 52m 

#AVChat RT @PRnick: Q1: It'll be interesting to see how the CEA and labels endorsement of hi-res music 

affects cloud and server adoption. 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 53m 

A1: What amazes me is that you can stream full movies and television through your phone to your TV, 

eliminating need for storage. #AVchat 

 

               @CasterPete 53m 

Thanks @PKaudiovisual! Maybe the attendance is testament to everyone preparing for #CEDIA13 haha 

#AVchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 54m 

A1: I was looking at a box of  VHS tapes the other day full of movies, thinking how they are so prehistoric 

compared to streaming #AVChat 

 

             @AVDawn 54m 

#AVChat - Sorry I'm late!  Though we don't go to CEDIA, I look forward to the news & tech that comes 

from the show... 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual 55m 

#AVchat Q1: Is home entertainment all going to the cloud? 

 



                  @PKaudiovisual 57m 

Welcome Peter, I was just about to call this chat a bust RT @CasterPete: Looking forward forward to 

Denver & #CEDIA13 Peter Girard #AVChat 

 

               @CasterPete 58m 

Looking forward forward to Denver & #CEDIA13 Peter Girard: #PR Account Coordinator with 

@CasterComm #AVChat #CEDIATweeps 

 

                  @JSrago  

@PKaudiovisual Not really my thing but you know how this industry goes resi first and then to the 

boardroom - good to stay informed #avchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual  

CEDIA? @JSrago: #avchat - I'm keeping an eye on the goings on while in my office - Josh Srago, 

PM/Social Media for Integrator, indy blogger 

 

                  @JSrago  

#avchat - I'm keeping an eye on the goings on while in my office - Josh Srago, PM/Social Media for 

Integrator, indy blogger 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual  

Paul Konikowski, independent consultant, system designer, blogger, social marketer. And wondering if 

anyone else is here yet? #AVchat 

 

                  @PKaudiovisual  

Who do we have with us today for #AVchat?  Please take a moment to introduce yourself and what you 

do (AV reseller, manufacturer, end user) 

 



                  @PKaudiovisual  

Hello #AVtweeps and #CEDIAtweeps, welcome #AVchat. Today we will be talking about #CEDIA13 and 

residential electronics integration 

 

          @AV_chat  

#avchat starts soon, #avtweeps. Follow the hashtag to join in on the #CEDIA13 discussion. 


